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© 2020 eMinor Incorporated All third-party trademarks are the property of their respective trademark owners. ReverbNation is not affiliated with those trademark owners. Media Player ErrorUpdate browser or Flash plugin 1.  Chahat Akhil Ranta © 2020 eMinor Incorporated All third-party trademarks are the property of their respective trademark owners. ReverbNation is not affiliated with those trademark
owners. Qurbaan Hua TV show Zee produced by Full House Media saw the happy reunion of Chahat (Pratibha Ranta) with Neel (Rajveer Singh). However, problems will continue to follow Chahat even now! Chahat will land in a new problem when she will spot Aalekh (Nishad Vavidya) indulge in a discussion with an unknown guy about a particular plan that she has made. Right then, she will hear the cry of
an animal inside the truck parked there. The truck will have a huge clay pot inside which a small puppy will be trapped. Chahat will want to save the animal and will go into the pot and save the puppy. However, before she would get out of the pot, the truck will start. Aalekh will be in the truck and will have a plan in mind. In the meantime, because of the senselessness caused, Chahat's head will hit the pot
and she will faint inside the pot. What's going to happen to Chahat now? I buzzed actors out of Qurbaan Hua, but couldn't get through. Also read, Chahat heals Neel as a doctor To learn more about Qurbaan Hua, watch the premiere episode on ZEE5 Club before TV! Radio Chahatadmin2020-11-25T20:58:30+10:00
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